
Dear Chief 451 

Chapter 451: Used to Fighting to be Number One Everywhere 

At this moment. 

Gu Qiqi stood among the students lined up. 

She didn’t care about the discussions outside. 

She stood there quietly and thought about the little information that she had found about Fengyang Chu 

previously. 

What questions would he set? 

She heard that he was very antisocial… 

Oh, she suddenly felt a little excited. 

After all, college entrance exam questions were simply too simple and not challenging. 

Wasn’t this kind of test that really tested professional strength something that made students eager to 

try it. 

== 

At this moment, in the examination room. 

Feng Yangchu frowned. A storm was about to brew on their faces. 

“Why would this student appear on the exam list?!” He tapped Gu Qiqi’s name unhappily. 

That girl clearly missed the registration and he even warned the principal not to open the back door. 

How did she still squeeze in? 

The man behind this girl had such a strong background? 

The more he thought about it, the angrier he became. 

The more capable the man behind her was, the more Gu Qiqi wouldn’t be in the mood to study. 

After all, a rich man could satisfy all her needs casually. Why was she still working hard to study? 

The teacher in charge of the examination room wiped his sweat. “Dean Feng, she signed up.” 

“Nonsense! Why wasn’t it on the list back then?” Fengyang Chu’s face sank. 

The teacher was dumbfounded. “Yes, yes. The original registration forms are saved.” 

“Did you add it in from the director’s office?” 

“No, it’s the registration form that we sent over…” 

“Didn’t you say that there were a total of 39 people? Why are there 40 people now? You still said that 

there weren’t any additional students?” 



“Ahem, ahem, ahem. I remembered wrongly…” 

“What else can you remember?! How exactly did this girl enter?!” 

Feng Yangchu was already going crazy. 

Despite all his precautions, she still came to take the exam. 

He didn’t want a student with poor morals who only relied on men to climb up the ranks. 

“Oh, Director. She came in through a formal process to take the exam. We can’t… chase her away, 

right?” 

The teacher didn’t know his thoughts and scratched his head in embarrassment. He was puzzled in his 

heart. Couldn’t there be one more student to sign up? Wouldn’t this show that our pharmaceutical 

school was still popular enough to attract more people? 

Seeing that he couldn’t get anything out of him, Feng Yangchu flicked his sleeves in anger! 

“Change the questions!” 

He felt that the questions that he had set previously were too simple. 

Since this girl was here, he had to increase the difficulty. 

Hmph! There was more than one way to drive her away. 

If she failed the exam, she still wouldn’t be able to enter! 

“Ah? Change it now? Director, I’m afraid it’s too late…” The teacher thought in his heart. Director, you 

still want to change it? If it was any more difficult, we won’t be able to recruit anyone today.” 

The pharmaceutical school’s students weren’t good to begin with. Now that so many outstanding 

students wanted to come, couldn’t you give them a chance? 

However, Fengyang Chu was very stubborn. “What do you mean there’s not enough time?! I’ll change it 

if I say so!” 

“Okay then…” 

You’re the director. You’re the greatest. 

Outside the examination room, everyone waited in line for a long time. 

Only after half an hour had passed did the teachers officially let them in. 

Han Bingyue was the first to enter with her head held high and chest puffed out. 

She sat down in the middle of the first row. 

She was used to fighting for first place everywhere. 

Since she was a child, the best school, the best class, and the best seat belonged to her. 

She chose everything first. 



However, just after she sat down, Gu Qiqi walked to her and tapped her table. “Classmate, please make 

way.” 

Han Bingyue suddenly looked up with cold eyes. “On what basis should I?” 

Gu Qiqi, I won’t give in to you anywhere! 

I despise nerds like you who only know how to seduce men and rely on them to climb up the ranks! 

Chapter 452: The Result of Competing With Master Qi 

Just as Han Bingyue thought that Gu Qiqi would be humiliated and sit obediently in the backseat… 

She didn’t expect Gu Qiqi to stand there and lightly tap the table. “Because this isn’t your seat. It’s 

important to have self awareness.” 

Han Bingyue looked in the direction of Gu Qiqi’s finger. 

His face immediately flushed red! 

D*mn it! 

Such a small exam actually had an examinee’s name stuck on the study table. 

And this table had Gu Qiqi’s name pasted on it! 

She had to give up her seat for Gu Qiqi. Furthermore, it was such a good middle seat in the front row. 

She wasn’t willing to accept this! 

Furthermore, the latter half of Gu Qiqi’s words just now was simply deliberately attacking her. 

She flew into a rage out of humiliation and reached out to tear off that name strip. 

But what she didn’t expect was… 

Gu Qiqi only flicked her knuckles lightly! 

She immediately felt her entire arm go numb! 

Han Bingyue was surprised. 

She knew how to recognize acupoints as well, but she had never known that there were acupoints on 

the joints of her fingers that could cause the meridians in her entire arm to be so seriously affected. 

Gu Qiqi… Could it be that she had some evil spell? 

As if she knew her mental state completely, Gu Qiqi curved her lips lightly and said, “Nerve endings.” 

Han Bingyue was shocked. 

Was it actually because she had touched her nerve endings? 

This was simply incredible! 



She only knew that the nerve endings were on her fingertips. For example, needles would hurt. It was 

just like the cold and cruel punishment in ancient times when people tried to remove someone’s 

fingernails. It was because it stimulated the nerve endings and the pain was unbearable. 

But Gu Qiqi actually flicked her joint and it had such a shocking effect. 

What the hell! 

Han Bingyue quickly put her hands behind her back, stood up indignantly, and left the seat without a 

word. 

Although she wanted to tear Gu Qiqi’s name off and occupy this seat, she still had to weigh her options 

and did not dare to take action at this moment. 

Who knew what other evil arts Gu Qiqi knew? 

Gu Qiqi didn’t stand on ceremony either. After chasing Han Bingyue away, she sat down calmly. 

If it was hers, it was hers. Why did she have to give in? It was already benevolent not to cripple one of 

the other party’s arms, okay? 

After the small episode of snatching the seat. 

The examinees in the classroom were basically all seated. 

Those who could sign up for this exam wouldn’t have poor abilities. 

After all, those who were lacking would have been allocated to the ordinary classes in the 

pharmaceutical school long ago. The people from the other schools were all fighting for the spots to 

become direct disciples of Feng Yangchu. 

That wasn’t just a one in a hundred chance. It was simply a one in ten thousand chance. 

It was said that no one had passed this exam for several years already. 

Thus, when the questions were sent, all of them looked extremely cautious and nervous. 

How difficult would it be if Director Feng Yangchu set the questions personally? 

Would they be unable to answer a single word? 

When everyone opened the examination paper, they were dumbfounded. 

There was only one sentence on the exam paper. 

“Prepare 5 grams of Japanese Honeysuckle.” 

What the! 

It was indeed a pharmaceutical school. The question that it gave was so… unusual. 

The so-called pharmaceutical medicine was to turn the raw materials into herbs that could be used for 

medicine. 



Preparing 5 grams of Japanese Honeysuckle meant making the raw materials into 5 grams of dried 

Japanese Honeysuckle. 

After understanding this, everyone was delighted. 

Who said that Director Chu’s questions were difficult? 

Wasn’t this too easy? 

Although making medicine was originally a very difficult task, it still depended on the raw materials. 

Japanese Honeysuckle was child’s play. Who didn’t know how? 

Chapter 453: Han Bingyue Was Number One? Gu Qiqi Was Trash? 

The examination candidates were unable to contain their joy. 

Any student who knew a little about pharmaceuticals and had flipped through one or two books of 

“Introduction to Medicine” before the examinations had no problem dealing with simple herbs. 

Furthermore, they were top students who had been admitted by the various universities’ high scores 

and knew a little about medicine. 

It was clearly mentioned in the pharmaceutical textbooks that the simplest way to make Japanese 

Honeysuckle was to dry it in the sun. 

The professionals would dry it in an oven. 

Due to the time constraints of the exam, the sun-drying method was definitely unreliable. Furthermore, 

since it was an exam, of course, there had to be a professional level. Perhaps Head Feng was inspecting 

if everyone knew how to use tools to dry them? 

Soon, the examinees raised their hands one after another and asked the school to provide them with 

dry instruments. 

The stupidest student said, “Give me a hairdryer!” 

The smarter one said the dryer’s name directly. 

“Please give me a steam dryer.” 

“Please give me a high temperature oven.” 

There was a winner again. 

Steam drying wasn’t as effective as a high temperature oven. 

Unfortunately, they couldn’t change their words after speaking. 

After all, choosing the apparatus was indeed one of the examination segments. 

The teacher distributed the instruments and raw materials according to everyone’s requests. 

Soon, everyone became busy. 



The first to hand in her paper was Han Bingyue. 

Seeing the Japanese Honeysuckle that she had made so calmly, everyone was envious! 

That Japanese Honeysuckle was too perfect. 

The petals were very smooth. Each flower was very complete. Even the size and weight seemed to have 

been carefully considered. 

They were arranged neatly in a medicine box. It was simply a high-end work of art. 

Such a finished product could totally kill the finished products in the pharmacy outside in seconds. 

The examinees looked at the incomplete product in their hands and couldn’t help but sigh. 

“As expected of a top student from the clinical medicine school. She’s number one everywhere!” 

“We can’t compare to her anymore, but I’m also convinced that I will lose to her. After all, what she did 

was awesome. Unlike me, who has already burnt my flowers and still has to start over…” 

“What’s amazing about her is that she knows how to choose the tools, okay? If I knew that there was 

another kind of microwave equipment that could remove the water so quickly, I would have chosen it 

too!” 

“That’s why you’re scum. She’s a top student. If you don’t understand the knowledge that she knows, 

what’s the use of being a hindrance here?” 

“Alright, I’m just a little indignant…” 

Regardless of whether everyone accepted the outcome, Han Bingyue was the first to complete the 

assignment. 

In fact, even the invigilator nodded in admiration. “The production process is perfect. The finished 

product is not bad. Go and rest for a while and wait for the results.” 

From the sound of it, she was going to get full marks. 

Everyone became even more nervous. 

If Han Bingyue scored full marks, would they still have a chance? 

Everyone fiddled with their Japanese Honeysuckle flowers. 

Just as everyone was busy, there was someone in the examination room who had nothing to do. She 

was so bored that mushrooms were about to grow on her hands. 

Gu Qiqi sat in her seat leisurely. Her long and slender fingers pulled at the Japanese Honeysuckle petals. 

Then, she continued to daydream out of boredom. 

She didn’t make a move. 

There was no medicine either. 

In fact… she didn’t even ask her teacher for the pharmaceutical tools. 



Amidst the nervousness and busyness of the venue, she was simply a strange anomaly that didn’t match 

the exam atmosphere here! 

Even the invigilator frowned and glared at Gu Qiqi in disdain. 

Heseemed to be criticizing her in his heart. How did such a bad student sneak in? 

If she didn’t have the ability, why did she bother to take the exam? She didn’t even know how to dry the 

Japanese Honeysuckle? 

Han Bingyue handed in her script. 

She looked at Gu Qiqi with disdain. 

Trash, have you revealed your true colors now? 

Trash like you can’t even enter the worst pharmaceutical school, and you still have the cheek to PK with 

me?! 

Chapter 454: Shocking! She handed in a Blank Script 

 

Gradually, the other examinees also discovered Gu Qiqi’s abnormality. 

What happened? 

Why wasn’t that examinee moving at all? 

Was she looking down on the examination room? 

She deliberately didn’t answer the questions. Was she here to cause trouble? 

What was going on? 

Could it be that she really… didn’t know how to create Japanese Honeysuckle? 

As time passed, most of the people had already handed in their exam papers and were waiting for the 

results in their seats. 

But the Japanese Honeysuckle on Gu Qiqi’s table remained motionless. 

In particular, her seat in the middle of the first row was especially conspicuous. Almost everyone could 

see her.. 

The examinees, who had nothing to do, were even more surprised. They couldn’t help but whisper. 

“Who’s that? She’s so awesome. She came to the exam but didn’t do anything. Is she here to take the 

last place?” 

“That’s Gu Qiqi from the veterinary school. Don’t you know her yet? She’s our archenemy from the 

clinical medicine school. Oh, that’s right. She’s even Han Bingyue’s roommate from the same 

dormitory!” 



“D*mn it! Roommate? Her standard is too far away, right? Han Bingyue is the top student. She’s the 

worst student. How did they end up in the same room? That’s simply an insult to the top student…” 

“Who doesn’t think so? Look at how useless she is. She doesn’t even know how to use a hairdryer to dry 

the flowers.” 

“I think she’s drying the dried flowers using the sun, right? She’s a nerd who came here from the 

countryside. What does she know about pharmaceuticals? Does she think she’s drying sweet potatoes in 

the countryside? Hahaha…” 

“Tsk tsk, what trash!” 

Upon hearing the words “trash”… 

Gu Qiqi looked back lightly and glanced at that person coldly. 

That person shivered guiltily. 

But then, she puffed up her chest and curled her lips. “She’s trash. That’s right. I think she’s the worst 

scum in the entire venue!” 

Outside the window, Yang Xiaolan waited anxiously for the results of the exam. 

Through the cracks in the window, she saw the calm Gu Qiqi and everyone’s mocking looks. 

She couldn’t take it anymore and couldn’t help but push open a crack. “Our Qiqi isn’t trash!” 

Before she could finish speaking, Little Master Xiao Ning pulled her back. “Be good. Don’t talk nonsense 

with idiots. Just wait for Qiqi to slap their faces.” 

Seeing that Little Master Xiao Ning was also so calm, Yang Xiaolan bit her lips. “But Qiqi really didn’t 

move. I don’t know what she wanted to do or if someone did something to her raw materials.” 

Little Master Xiao Ning blinked and smiled. “Why are you nervous?! Believe me, Qiqi won’t lose. She can 

crush those stupid humans with one finger!” 

Yang Xiaolan was speechless. 

Although she also admired Qiqi, Little Master Xiao Ning, aren’t you too confident? 

Little Master Xiao Ning looked at her fingernails. “Of course, if she can’t be bothered to compete with 

those scumbags, it’s also possible to forfeit directly…” 

Yang Xiao Lan was speechless. 

She turned around and looked into the room even more nervously. 

Qiqi, you must come to the pharmaceutical school. 

I really, really want to study with you. 

Amidst Yang Xiao Lan’s eager anticipation and the examination candidates’ ridicule, the bell for the end 

of the examination finally rang. 



The examinees with the slowest actions also handed in their exam papers. 

Even the examinee who had dried the petals with the hairdryer handed in the results in a fluster. 

Gu Qiqi, who had been sitting calmly in her seat, finally moved. 

She picked up that paper and strode towards the podium. 

She handed in her blank paper directly! 

All the examinees and invigilators were stunned! 

“This… This is your outcome?” 

The teacher looked at the empty paper and the untouched Japanese Honeysuckle on the table and 

gradually became angry. 

“Yes.” Gu Qiqi’s answer was so short that it made one’s hair stand on end. 

The invigilator held back his anger. “Are you sure?” 

Chapter 455: Calling Her Trash? She Slapped Her Face Domineeringly! (1) 

Gu Qiqi nodded lightly. “Yes.” 

Gu Qiqi’s expression was too calm and confident. She didn’t look like she was joking at all. 

It made the invigilator unable to flare up. He opened his mouth but ultimately closed it. 

He accepted Gu Qiqi’s exam paper and hurriedly marked everyone’s Japanese Honeysuckle with their 

school numbers before sending them to the classroom next door. 

Over there, Feng Yangchu personally presided over the scores. 

In order to be fair, there were only temporary exam numbers and no names on the exam papers and 

Japanese Honeysuckle. 

After sending the scores over, the invigilator announced, “The results will be out in ten minutes. 

Everyone, calm down.” 

How could the examination candidates sit still? 

They didn’t have the self-restraint of an invigilator. 

Soon, they started chattering. 

“Tsk. Gu Qiqi, what are you trying to do?! If you don’t have real talent, then don’t come and apply. 

You’re not only embarrassing yourself, but also the people from the veterinary school. Do you know?” 

“Heh heh, I think that after what she did today, the veterinary school won’t want her either!” 

“How did you get into Imperial Medical University with such an arrogant personality?” 

“I heard that she cheated in the college entrance examinations back then and even did a live-stream 

redo? Who knows if she cheated in the redo exam too?” 



“Heh heh, I think that Director Feng Yangchu won’t want such a person.” 

Amidst the commotion, someone even asked Han Bingyue’s opinion on purpose. “Bingyue, you’re a top 

student. It must be painful for you to be roommates with such a scumbag, right?” 

“Bingyue, how did you tolerate such a pretentious woman?” 

“Bingyue, I pity you so much…” 

Han Bingyue laughed coldly. “Feng Yangchu will want her.” 

“Ah?” Everyone was stunned. 

“Bingyue, don’t take care of your roommate’s emotions.” 

“Bingyue, you’re such a good person. You still speak up for her when you meet such a scumbag.” 

“Bingyue, I think that Principal Feng will definitely only choose you. Look, only your Japanese 

Honeysuckle was done perfectly just now…” 

Amidst the praise, Han Bingyue raised her chin proudly. 

Every word of hers was filled with disdain. “The pharmacy is famous for accepting trash. Isn’t she 

compatible with this place?” 

Once these words were out. 

All the candidates shut their mouths. 

Oh my god. 

Han Bingyue… She… What did she say? 

Did they hear wrongly? 

Han Bingyue looked down on the pharmaceutical school. 

Then, why did she come to take the special entrance exam and compete with them for this pitiful 

opportunity to become Fengyang Chu’s direct disciple? 

In the very next second. 

Everyone suddenly understood. 

Han Bingyue was here to cause trouble. 

She deliberately wanted to score the highest results and leave in disdain. 

Now, her Japanese Honeysuckle was clearly the best. Even the invigilator was full of praise. The markers 

in the classroom next door must have given her full marks. 

Since victory was in her grasp, she naturally had to start slapping others. 

It wasn’t enough to slap Gu Qiqi, this student scum’s face. 



At the same time, she wanted to slap the faces of everyone in the pharmaceutical school! 

Trash students and trash schools were really… compatible. 

Everyone who wanted to enter didn’t know what to feel for a while. 

The students from the pharmaceutical school who were watching the commotion outside the window 

were faintly furious. They felt that their faces had been slapped by Han Bingyue until they hurt. It was so 

humiliating. 

The invigilator’s face darkened. This student was too arrogant. 

But he couldn’t do anything to Han Bingyue. 

Who asked this student to be so powerful and be the best student in the entire examination? 

Furthermore, the exam rules didn’t say that she had to enter the school if she was selected. It was also 

her freedom to choose which school she wanted to attend. 

When the results were announced later, that would be even more of a slap to their faces… 

At this moment, the invigilator’s phone rang. “The results are out.” 

Chapter 456: Calling Her Trash? She Slapped Her Face Domineeringly! (2) 

 

The invigilator hurriedly went to the room next door to collect the results. 

Once he entered, the look in his eyes changed. 

His black face shone with an incredible red light. 

He felt like she was floating as she walked. 

Everyone looked at the results. “Teacher, who succeeded?” 

The invigilator held that thin report card and revealed a meaningful smile. “Han Bingyue—” 

Gosh, could it really be Han Bingyue? 

Everyone wailed in their hearts. 

. 

Such a troublemaker was admitted, but they failed. They had all been embarrassed today. 

But who else could it be other than Han Bingyue? 

No one could do it better than her. 

Even if they didn’t want to accept this fact, they couldn’t do anything else. 

Everyone was listless and prepared to pack their things and leave. 

Han Bingyue’s face was also filled with smugness and arrogance. 



In the very next second. 

The invigilator blinked and announced loudly, “Han Bingyue, zero marks.” 

What the! 

What the! 

Damn it! 

The examination candidates thought that they had heard wrongly. 

Looking at the invigilator’s gloating face, it was obvious that he was misleading everyone on purpose just 

now. 

Han Bingyue really scored zero. 

The invigilator wasn’t joking. 

Everyone stopped packing and looked at the invigilator in bewilderment. 

Han Bingyue felt as if she had been struck by lightning. She said coldly, “Is the pharmaceutical school 

that lousy? They actually changed my results without my permission for the sake of face!” 

Although the invigilator also didn’t want Han Bingyue, who had ruined the venue, to obtain a good 

result, the results were indeed so. “No one changed your results. If you’re dissatisfied, you can file a 

complaint.” 

Compared to watching Han Bingyue make a fool of herself, everyone was more concerned about their 

own results. 

Since Han Bingyue couldn’t make it anymore, perhaps they would have a chance? 

“Teacher, what about my results?” 

“Teacher, teacher, did I get in?” 

The invigilator stuck the report card on the blackboard. “Everyone scored zero. Apart from…” 

What? 

They all scored zero?! 

Just now, she was still laughing in her heart that Han Bingyue was done for. She didn’t expect that she 

wouldn’t be any better. 

How did this happen? 

Even if the Japanese Honeysuckle that they made wasn’t perfect, it couldn’t be zero, right? 

This outcome was too shocking! 

It was too unacceptable! 

What shocked them even more was what followed. 



The invigilator continued, “Apart from Gu Qiqi. She scored full marks!” 

The entire venue fell silent for a moment. 

Three seconds later. 

Han Bingyue’s sharp voice rang. “Impossible!” 

How could a bookworm from the countryside like Gu Qiqi be better than her? 

More importantly… 

“All of us saw with our own eyes that she didn’t prepare the Japanese Honeysuckle at all. She handed in 

blank paper! Even if your pharmaceutical school wants to cheat, isn’t it too brazen? There are too many 

mistakes!” Han Bingyue gnashed her teeth and said coldly. 

She refused to let her use this kind of method to snatch away her first place throne! 

Once Han Bingyue’s words fell. 

The other examinees gradually reacted and chimed in. 

The invigilator’s face froze. 

That’s right. He had only been thinking about how satisfying it was that the troublemaker, Han Bingyue, 

had suffered. 

But he nearly forgot that Gu Qiqi handed in blank paper just now! 

Letting someone get full marks for nothing was even more distressing than Han Bingyue slapping her 

own face. 

Did something happen to the judging panel just now? 

In the examination room, the examinees became louder and more aggressive. 

Everyone stood up one after another to seek an explanation. 

There were even people who were angry and wanted to destroy the pharmaceutical school’s reputation. 

There were also people who wanted to attack Gu Qiqi out of jealousy. Unfortunately, as soon as they 

approached her, they were frightened by her indifferent gaze and could only continue to besiege the 

invigilator. 

Just as the examination room was in chaos… 

A low and pleasant man’s voice that was magnetic and penetrating suddenly rang out. 

“Classmate Gu Qiqi deserves full marks!” 

Chapter 457: A Man With A Voice That Could Make Ears Pregnant 

The man’s voice was especially sexy and rich. 

Immediately, the examinees in the examination room fell silent. 



After a while. 

A very soft sigh sounded timidly. 

“D*mn it. This voice is too pleasant. My ears are going to get pregnant.” 

“Who? Is there such a handsome male teacher in the pharmacy?” 

“Wuwuwu, I don’t care about the results anymore. I want to know who’s here?” 

Outside the window. 

Even Xiao Ning, who was casually cutting her fingernails, looked up abruptly. Her fingernails fell to the 

ground with a plop. 

“D*mn it! A beautiful man! There’s actually a beautiful man who’s better looking than my uncle!” 

After speaking, she covered her mouth abruptly. 

Ahem, ahem, ahem. Fortunately, Bai Yeyuan wasn’t around. 

Everyone automatically gave way. 

Outside the door. 

The man strode over gracefully. 

Dressed in a refined sky-blue long shirt that carried a faint herbal scent, he was a beautiful man who had 

walked out of an ancient book. 

His long and narrow phoenix-shaped eyes squinted slightly. They were boundlessly deep and no one 

could see through his emotions. 

He walked to the first row and stood in front of Gu Qiqi’s seat. 

He stared at her and said lightly, “Young Lady Qiqi, I really admire you.” 

The examinees held their breaths and focused. They cursed countless times in their hearts. 

This beautiful man was actually so low-key and humble in front of Gu Qiqi! 

He said that he admired her? They were so jealous. 

What did Gu Qiqi do to deserve this beautiful man’s love? 

Finally, someone couldn’t hold it in anymore. 

Han Bingyue asked. “On what basis can you say that Gu Qiqi was right and that we were all wrong?” 

The man looked up lightly and didn’t answer. 

Instead, he still looked at Gu Qiqi. “It’s better for Young Lady Qiqi to explain this answer herself.” 

Gu Qiqi was surprised. She didn’t expect to meet this beautiful man again in her life! 

Chu Junmo was a big shot. 



The Chu clan corporation was so busy. Why would he have the time to come to a small school and even 

see her own results? 

Also, it sounded like he was aware of this examination? 

After all, he was a patient that she had personally saved. She couldn’t hate him and even felt a little 

close to him. 

Furthermore, he had given her the chance to explain herself. Clearly, he wanted her to establish her 

authority in front of everyone. 

Gu Qiqi respected him even more in an instant. 

A big boss was indeed different. 

His words were flawless and filled with meaning. 

She curved her lips lightly and said, “I didn’t hand in the white paper. The answers are all written on it.” 

“Nonsense! Why didn’t I see the words on it?” Han Bingyue immediately denied. 

Gu Qiqi mocked lightly, “Who said that the answer has to be written?” 

Han Bingyue was speechless. Damn it. Was this bookworm fooling her? 

The candidates were speechless. Could they say the answer quickly? They were so anxious! 

Why did they get zero while Gu Qiqi got full marks? 

Gu Qiqi explained at a comfortable pace. “The paper that I handed in was the correct answer because I 

didn’t write a word or dry a flower at all.” 

Han Bingyue asked, “Why?!” 

Gu Qiqi said. “Because I can’t.” 

Han Bingyue was speechless. This bookworm from the countryside must be joking with her. 

In the very next second. 

Gu Qiqi picked up the remaining “Japanese Honeysuckle” on the table and waved it in front of everyone. 

“Haven’t you realized it yet? This isn’t Japanese Honeysuckle at all.” 

Everyone was stunned. 

Then, everyone laughed. 

They thought that Gu Qiqi would give them an answer. 

“Tsk! If this isn’t a Japanese Honeysuckle, could it be a trumpet flower? Gu Qiqi, stop fooling around! 

Even if someone is supporting you, we won’t accept such a stupid explanation.” The examinees shook 

their heads one after another. 

However, Han Bingyue’s expression gradually changed. 



Chapter 458: The Domineering Chairman vs The Domineering Master Jue! 

 

Han Bingyue’s expression changed drastically! 

It turned ashen! 

On the podium, the invigilator’s expression changed. 

It turned pale! 

As a teacher, he actually couldn’t tell that there was something wrong with this Japanese Honeysuckle… 

It was too embarrassing. 

It was no wonder that the students scored zero. 

Director Feng Yangchu’s question was too cunning! 

He actually used… that kind of thing. 

He was enlightened and looked at Gu Qiqi like the way Chu Junmo looked at Gu Qiqi. There was more 

respect in his eyes.. 

But… 

The spectators had yet to understand. 

“Gu Qiqi, what exactly do you mean?!” 

Gu Qiqi said, “It’s exactly what I said. Let me teach you the difference between the Soft-leaved 

Honeysuckle and the Japanese Honeysuckle. The Soft-leaved Honeysuckle’s color is darker. Its color is 

dark green with a light purple. The Honeysuckle Flower has a lot of flower buds and is bigger. The most 

obvious thing is its smell. The Mountain Silver Flower has a strong odor and the Honeysuckle’s smell is 

fragrant. You better open your eyes wide and see what flower you’re holding.” 

Upon hearing Gu Qiqi’s words, everyone looked down at their remaining “Japanese Honeysuckle”. 

Indeed! 

It was as Gu Qiqi said. 

These weren’t Japanese Honeysuckle at all. They were Soft-leaved Honeysuckle! 

The exam questions said that they had to prepare 5 grams of Honeysuckle. They had worked so hard for 

half a day, but it was all in vain. They were wrong! 

Thus, they scored zero. 

Gu Qiqi, who recognized the Soft-leaved Honeysuckle, scored full marks. 

In an instant, the examination candidates were speechless. 

Gu Qiqi deserved it… 



No wonder Han Bingyue’s face had turned so dark. 

A student from the clinical medicine school couldn’t take it anymore and stood up for Han Bingyue. 

“Even if we wrongly recognized the Soft-leaved Honeysuckle as Japanese Honeysuckle, what’s the big 

deal? Anyway, the process of us drying it was the right one…” 

Before he could finish speaking… 

Gu Qiqi interrupted her coldly. “The Japanese Honeysuckle has a cold nature and a sweet taste. It can be 

used to clear heat and detoxify poison. But the Soft-leaved Honeysuckle’s medicinal properties are 

different. Its effect is completely opposite to the Japanese Honeysuckle! If you mix up two medications 

for your patient, what’s the big deal?” 

These words made that person choke on his words. 

The wrong medicine was extremely dangerous to patients! 

For example, Japanese Honeysuckle was often used to treat carbuncles, throat issues, erysipelas and 

dysentery. It was useful for detoxing the body and treating wind-heat syndrome. 

If the doctor used the wrong flowers… 

It would make the patient’s condition worse! 

The swelling would worsen, the poison would become more serious and the cold would turn into 

pneumonia… Wasn’t the consequences serious? 

This time. 

Everyone shut up completely. 

The questions that Director Feng Yangchu posed were indeed tricky! 

Gu Qiqi’s answer indeed made people feel indignant. 

D*mn it. This was simply a perfect combination of an old pervert and a small pervert. 

Everyone was listless and completely gave up. 

They had nothing to say if they lost to Gu Qiqi, who was so sharp in identifying medicine. 

But someone with a cheap mouth couldn’t help but mutter, “It seems that Han Bingyue, this top 

student, isn’t better than her…” 

Han Bingyue’s face, which was already dark, immediately darkened to ashes! 

She had always been first in her life. She had never been humiliated like this before. 

Gu Qiqi, that b*tch! B*tch! B*tch! 

At this moment. 

Gu Qiqi didn’t have the time to care about Han Bingyue’s reaction. 

Because she was caught off guard. 



Chu Junmo suddenly walked to her. 

He used that sexy voice to say to her, “Qiqi, let’s have dinner together.” 

It wasn’t an inquiry! 

It wasn’t a request! 

It was a definite statement! 

It was simply an order from a domineering chairman that couldn’t be refused. 

Before she could say anything… 

In the very next second. 

Gong Jue’s call came. The man’s arrogant voice was sonorous and powerful. “Stupid woman, are you 

done with the exam? I’ll take you to eat!” 

Damn! 

There was something more domineering! 

But why did she suddenly feel sorry for Gong Jue? 

Chapter 459: Two Men, How Should She Choose? 

 

Gu Qiqi held her phone. 

In front of her was Chu Junmo’s gentlemanly invitation that was not tyrannical. 

The call was filled with Gong Jue’s simple and crude orders. 

She seemed to be in a difficult situation! 

Who could tell her that no man had treated her to a meal in such a serious manner before? Why were 

there two people here? Furthermore, they were two heavyweights! 

It wasn’t easy to be sandwiched. 

She smiled politely at Chu Junmo and walked away first. She covered her phone with her small hand and 

whispered, “Don’t you have a meeting today?” 

Gong Jue frowned unhappily. “Can’t we eat in a meeting?” 

Damn it.. He knew that she was going to take the entrance exam of the pharmaceutical school today 

and he specially took a two-hour break just to help her relax after the exam. 

He didn’t tell her in advance because… 

Didn’t that b*stard Bai Lang say that women like surprises? 

Why wasn’t this stupid woman surprised?! 



Why wasn’t she surprised?! 

At this moment, not only was Gu Qiqi not surprised, but she was also in a difficult position. “Why don’t… 

you eat in the office? It’s convenient. You don’t have to specially treat me to a meal. I’ll eat in the dining 

room too. I can also study by myself at night.” 

She glanced at Chu Junmo from the corner of her eye. 

She saw that the man was standing on the spot like a gentleman and waiting for her patiently. 

She suddenly felt a little embarrassed. 

If she went to eat with Gong Jue, would she be too rude to this man? After all, he was the one who 

helped her hand in the college entrance exam application form back in Qing Cheng. 

When she was most lacking in money, this man got his subordinate to send it over without a word. 

Even if she traded the medicine that she had recovered after the operation, what the other party had 

done for her had already exceeded the scope of the transaction. 

What’s more, he even took the initiative to help her out just now. 

Logically speaking, it wasn’t appropriate for her to reject him. 

She could only… not eat either party, right? In other words, she would eat at the canteen! 

Upon hearing her excuse, Gong Jue immediately exploded. “Who said that I wanted to treat you to a 

meal? You clearly owe me a meal. You want to renege on your debt? Do you need me to remind you?” 

Gu Qiqi was stunned. 

She suddenly remembered. 

That’s right. 

Back at her grandfather’s birthday banquet, she was so angry at the white lotus flowers that she didn’t 

eat much. 

Gong Jue specially brought her to eat the skewers that she liked. Even though he couldn’t eat spicy food 

at all, he lowered himself to accompany her to eat at a roadside stall in an alley by the street. 

That meal was a treat by Gong Jue. 

In order to accompany her for that meal, Gong Jue bought her plum powder and mangoes. He met with 

a car accident and nearly lost his life under the wheels of the enemy. 

Gu Qiqi had once joked that after escaping death, she had to treat him to a meal in the future. 

So… was this stupid man here to seek revenge now? 

Pfft! What a petty person! 

“Then… Okay. I’ll treat you, okay?” 

Since she was going to treat someone to a meal, she could only reject Chu Junmo. 



She covered her phone and waved at Chu Junmo, wanting him not to wait in vain. 

Chu Junmo was very patient. He crossed his hands in front of him and curved his lips lightly. 

As if he read her lips, he said a few words. “There’s no hurry. I’ll wait for you.” 

There was determination in his gentleness. 

There was calmness in his domineeringness. 

Damn! 

She knew that it wasn’t easy to reject a big chairman. 

Over the phone. 

Gong Jue heard her soft voice that sounded like a thief and quickly became vigilant. “Who are you 

talking to? You have a man by your side?” 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. Are you a dog? Your nose is so sharp! How did you guess that? 

Gong Jue said, “Wait for me in the classroom. I’ll be right there.” 

Chapter 460: He Held Her Arm Very Naturally 

Gu Qiqi facepalmed. 

Listening to the sound of the phone hanging up, she was extremely helpless! 

This stupid man was indeed the commander of the three armies. There was really no one else who 

would react so quickly. 

She looked up at Chu Junmo. 

She realized that many female students were gathered around him. All of them blinked their starry eyes 

and wanted to worm their way into being friends with him. 

“Master, how did you know the difference between Japanese Honeysuckle and Soft-leaved 

Honeysuckle? Even our invigilator doesn’t know!” 

“Sir, are you a new professor from our school? Our pharmaceutical school finally has a handsome 

teacher…” 

“Nonsense. He must be our senior at such a young age, right?” 

The invigilator showed that he was very hurt. 

Damn it! This group of superficial girls who only looked at looks! 

Chu Junmo looked cold and didn’t say a word to the girls who came to curry favor with him. 

His gaze seemed to focus on Gu Qiqi’s small figure. 

A thought flashed across his mind. 



Yes, it wasn’t a bad idea to come to the pharmaceutical school occasionally to be a visiting professor. 

At least, she could see this interesting girl often… 

As he was thinking about it, he saw Gu Qiqi hang up the call. 

He took the initiative to walk forward. 

“Can we go now?” 

His tone was so natural as if it was perfectly reasonable for him to treat her to a meal. 

It was more like they had known each other for a long time! 

Gu Qiqi’s lips moved as she searched for appropriate words to explain the current situation. 

Chu Junmo had already reached out and gently held her arm very naturally. He was very gentlemanly. 

Separated by thin air, he didn’t touch a single sleeve of hers, but he was very close to her. 

This level of control! 

The group of female students behind her were about to spit fire! 

Gu Qiqi felt a little unnatural. 

Back then, when Gong Jue met her for the first time and pressed her directly into the backseat of the 

car, she could still remain calm and collected. She didn’t feel uncomfortable and even mocked and 

insulted Gong Jue. 

But now, Chu Junmo only held her modestly and didn’t touch her at all. She actually felt uncomfortable 

all over. 

She coughed lightly and walked a few steps faster without a trace. 

The two of them walked out of the classroom. 

Not far away, Yang Xiaolan was very excited and wanted to rush over and hug Gu Qiqi. 

Gu Qiqi’s eyes lit up. 

Wow, her savior was here. She could say that she had an appointment with a classmate… 

Xiao Ning pulled Yang Xiaolan back and whispered into her ear with a wicked smile, “Little fool, can’t you 

see that this is the first time my Qiqi is with a man? Let’s not be so insensible and become a third wheel, 

okay?” 

“B-But I still wanted to invite Qiqi to my house for a meal. Xiao Ning, you forgot that you agreed to come 

with me just now.” Yang Xiao Lan said adorably. Her heart was on Gu Qiqi and she couldn’t bear to give 

up. 

Xiao Ning pinched the space between her eyebrows and pulled her in the opposite direction. “Little silly 

deer! Can’t we eat our food another time? Let’s change it to tomorrow! Let’s eat as much as we want 

during the weekend! Don’t cause trouble. Let’s go. Let’s eat in the canteen tonight…” 



Gu Qiqi watched as Little Master Xiao Ning pulled her great savior away like this… 

She also saw Little Master Xiao Ning turn around and wink at her. She made a face and seemed to be 

saying, “Girl, thank me! Enjoy the candlelit dinner and your new Fresh Meat, hehehe.” 

She only wanted to throw this little scoundrel to the moon! 

What should they do? 

There was no dignified excuse anymore. She should tell the truth. 

He was about to speak. 

The little dirty turtle suddenly crawled to her shoulder with a plop. “Master Silver, I just went to look 

around. Do you know? You were in a very dangerous situation just now. You were nearly given zero by 

those stupid and unscrupulous teachers while Han Bingyue scored full marks. But all thanks to Chairman 

Chu…” 

Oh? What happened? 

 


